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Introductory Statement

The Center for Social Organization of Schools has two primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect

their students, and to use this knowledge toCidvelop better school

practices and organization.

The Center works through three programs to achieveiits objectives.

The Policy Studies in School Desegregation program applies the basic

theories of social organization of schools to study the internal

conditions'of desegre1ated schools, the feasibility of alternative
--.

i)desegregation polic s, and the interrelation of school desegregation

with other equity issues such as housing and job desegregation. The

Schlel Organization program is currently concerned with autoiority-control

structures, task structures, reward systems, and peer group processes

in schools. It has produced a Jarge-scale study of the effects of

open schools, has developed the Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) instructional

process for teaching various subjects in elementary and secondary schools,

and has produced a computerized system for school-ide attendance.

monitoring. The School Process and Career rvelopment program is

studying transitions from high school to par secondary institutions

d the role of schooling in the development of carelr.plans and the

alization of labor mark;t outcomes.

This study, conducted under a grant from the Energy Research and

* Development Administration, examines the Afectiveness of group

contingencies in changing individuals' conser vsk tion behavior.

0



Apstract

Two studies were conducted to evaluate the effects of a group con-.

tangency for electricity conservation on use of electricity. In Study 1,

resiatqlts of 166 apartment units in 3 towers served as subjects. The group'

410

contingency consisted of biweekly paymenrs to residents of the value of the

electricity they saved, as compared to predicted use based on temperatures

In addition, resident meetings were held in each tower. The group conti

gencies were initiated in each tower at three-week intervals in a multipl

baseline design. Results indicated that the program produced substantial

savings in one tow* (11.2% of temperature-adjusted baseline), moderate .

.

V

savings in another (4.0%), and minimal savings in athird,(1.7%). Overall,

the apartments saved 6.2%. SUbjicts in Study 2 were residents of 255 apart-'

ment units, also in 3 towers. They experienced 'tile same group contingencies
1

i the same multiple-baseline design, except that they xeceived only 50%

o he value of their savings. In addition, they received a one-time bonus

of $5 for using 10% or more less than baieline: Results in Study 2indi-.

cated savings in all three towers at 9 57., 4.77., and 8.37. of baseline, a

total of 6.9%. Results are discussed interigp of-theoretical and practical

implications.

5
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The energy crisis of 1974-75 created a burgeoning of interest among

social scientists in energy conservation. Before the crisis, imaginatiye

programs directed at such environmental problems as littering (Hayed,

Johnson, and Cone, 1975) and pollution control (Geller, Fervid, and

Post, 1973) were successfully evaluated, but research on energy cont

nervation is a recent.phenomenon. Interventions based on experimental

analysis of resource-consumption behaviors have been used to reduce'

-gasoline consumption among college students (Foxx and Hare, 1977), and

several studies'haveused feedback, incentives,. or both to reduce resi-

dential'energy consumption in individually metered Rouses, apartments,
s

and dormitories (Hayes and Cone, in press; Palmer, Lloyd, and Lloyd,

In press; Seligman, Darley, and Becker, 1976; Winett, Kaiser, and

Haberkorn, 1977).

Although the studies that have used monetary incentives to produce

sign,ificant reductions in energy consumption in individually metered

"buildings show that energy-consuming behaviors can be modified, their

practical utility is questionable. It is unlikely that g6vernment will

apply monetary incentives to induce individuals to use less fuel, except

indirectly braising prices, and no one else is motivated to do so,

mainly because the costs of the incentives or feedback programs are typi-

cally fargreater than the value of the energy saved.

However, practical and effective programs could be readily adopted

to reduce residential energy use in a substantial proportion othousing

in the U.S. These are master-metered sTertment buildings, in which resi-

deka pay a fixed of their individual energ

In these buildings, decreased energy use directly'benefits

consumption.

"partment

managers by reducing theitoperating costs. As a consequence, it is'in
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the managers' interests to implement an incentive werem if the'incen-

tives cost lees than the value of the energy saved. Further, potential
. .

savings are large. It has been estimated that master-metered apart-
.

ments use 357. more electricity than identiCal individually metered

buildings (Midwest Research Institute, 1975). About one-third of all

apartment units in the U.S. are master-metered, and their total waste

is estimated to be 9.1 billion kilowatt hours per year. Comparable

figures for natural as use are unavailable, but beCause a substantially

highet proportion of buildings are master-metered for gas than for elec-

./ tricity, the.total Waite is probably higher.

Social scien4sts have begun to address 'this problem by applying

group contingencie for energy use to apartment residents who share the

same electric or gaa'-meters. A group contingency is defined heie as a.

6 ,

-reward system in which membe;.s of a group receive equal individual re-
.06

wards based on the performance of the entire group. Group contingencies

have been effectively used in education _(see Litow and Pumroy, 1975)

and in other performance areas.. In the area-o energy conservation,

Newsom and Makranczy (in press) used a.competition between buildings to

reduce electricity consumption in maser- metered dormitories. However,

the savings.were small, averaging 5.25% less than baseline use during

'the four-week treatment period. In a similar contest among dormitory

buildings, McClelland and Cook (1977) documented savings of about 67. in

electricity use over a 12-week period. Slavin and Wodarski (1977)

uated a group contingency in which residents received 757. of the value of

the natural gas they saved, as determined by actual use compared to pre-

dicted use based om past usage and temperature. Unlike the Newsom /Ind
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Makranczy and the McClelland'and Cook studies, which" took place in uni- I

varsity- affiliated housing, this study was conducted in an apartment comI

pies unssociated with any university. Slavin and Wodarski found a

3.37 ruction in gas use over two -month peqod, but even this dropped

off in a third'month of project implementation.

Why.have these programa had such modest effects? If there is a-

waste of 35% in master=metered building

scratching the surface of the problem.

. these projects ire barely

The present paper reports UP...res lts of two studies detigned to

maximize the effecti of group continency on electricity use in non-

university affiliated, master- meteredfapartment buildings. These studies

incorporate two features not present in the earlier Slavin and yodarski.

interventions:

1. Resident meetings. Slavin (1977) and others hlve noted that

group contingencies are relatively inefficient reward structures; that

they 'dependson formation of strong. group norms in favor of exhibition of

r.
the criterion behaviors to be effective. However, strong group norms

tre unrely to be formed in the absence of face-to-face interaction

among group members. 'Both Newsom and:Makranczy and Slavin and Wodarski

conducted their'studies entirely by mails While litis may be' appropriate

(

in a college dormitory, where resident interaction is relatively high,

it is probably impossible to form group norms in a typipal apartment.

withourspecifitally structuring group interaction. Therefore, both

studies described in thip paper.employed a resident meeting at the begin-
.

ning of the treatment in which residents heard appeals for conservation,

learned how to pave energy, and participated in group activities designed

9
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to maximise group commitment to a conservation goal.

2. Increased incentives. Payments to residents in all three stu-

n dies cited abbve had been relatively small. The winning dorms in the

Newsom and MakranCsy study divided $30 among 211 to 245 residents, or
4

had a raffle in which each resident in the winning dorm had oneochance

to win $30. In the McClelland and Cook_study, the first Piste group

won $80 to divide among 44 to 70 residents, and the second place group

won $50. -Payments in the Slavin and Wodarski study rarely exceeded

$1.50,per resident.
v---

In the present study, payments were increased to the maximum amount

seen as practicable for managers. In Study 1, residents received 100%

of the value of their savings; in Study 2, they received only 50%, but
. ,

also received a one -time bonus of. $5.00 the_first time their tower

exceeded a savings of 107. in a two-week period.

The studies took place during the summer of.1_977, and thus focused

on air conditioning as the primary form'of electricity consumption.

n addition to attempting to document an Matt= ..,rAgroup contin-

gency one population of practical intereet (nor - university affiliated,

\\ master-sietered apactments),,the two studies- presented in this paper

determinethe effectiveness of, a group contingency-based on the

performance of very large groups. (residents' of 40 to 88 partment units).

Most studies of group contingencies have involved small, face-to-face

groups; will the same techniques be effective in,much larger.groups

\that have only limite interaction?

10



Study 1,

Method

Subject. and Setting. The subjects were the residents of rails

apartment units in condominium in Baltimore, MarylanCswAich will be

referred to as "Rice Hill." The residents of Rice Hill were primarily

elderly and middle to upper middle clads.
\

apartments were all -elec-

tric artd had individual thermostats for air conditioning.

The apartments were organised into three tatters, each with its own

electric meter. Tower 2 had 40 units, Towers 1 and 3 each had 63 units.

Occupancy was at OM during the entire length of the project.

Data Collection

Each of the meters was read three Nimes each week at the same time
,\

of da y. Average daily use was computed by dividing the difference between

the kilowatt hours shown iOn the meter and those recorded in the previous

reading by the number of days in the period (11yo.or three). Periodic

relAability checks yielded inter-reader reliabilities of 100%.

Design

Study 1 employed,a multiple baseline design across subjects (Hersen

and Barlow, 101), Where the "subjects" were the towers taken as a

whole. The three towers were ,introduced to the group contingencies in

a randomly determined order It three-week intervals. Tower 1 received,

the treatment first, follo4ed-three weeks later by Tower 2,_and three

weeks after that by Tower 3. The contingencies went into effect at

.Tower 1 on June 13, 1977.

Baseline

Beginning in late May, baseline meter readings were begun in all
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.

tnree.towers. A tbtalipf 14.eadtAge were taken before the contingencies
..

--:-
-'- -went into effect' at Tower -1. Altotal of 23 baseline readings were

.. .

m 4. conducted at Tower-2 before i't began in the-.group'contingericy; and 32
, . .

,
',.

.

0
readings-were taken before Tower 3-began, :4

- ,..

'The fourteen baseline obServations.were.used to generate ellnear
1

dr.

I

regression equation relating temperature-to electricity usage. This
,00L'

prediction washecessary to establish an "expected" level of electri-
1.

- city use, for each level of "degree days." Degree days are' units used
o

to describe the need fort cooling. They are compuEed as the daily average

qt.

Fahrenheit temperature ((high * low)/2) minus 65, with a minimum of zero.

The prediction _formulas generated were as follows:.

For Tower 1:

For Tower 2:

For Tower 3:

Treatment

Y1 =

Y
2

=

Y3 =

18.7'+ 1.58D,

15.41 + 1.09D,

22.92. + 1.72D,

R2 =

R2 =

2R =

.707'

761

Where Y = electricity use per apartment per day, D = mean

degree days per day over the 2-3 day period,, and R
2
=

-proportionof the total variance in-Y explained byi the

equati on.

The treatments'followed a regular pattern at each of the three

towers. The steps were as follows:

1. Nbtification of resident meeting. Two weeks before'the contin-

gencies were to gd into effect, all apartment residents were

sent a brief letter inviting them to a meeting. Little was

said about the meeting'except that it concerned energy conserva-

tion and that refreshments would be served. Six cly-s later,

12



reminder was sent.

2 Resident meeting.. Five days before,the contingencies were to

go into effect -in each towei,a meeting of the residents in the

tower was held at or near the:building. The meeting followed

structured sequence of activities, as.follows:

A. Appeal for conservation. The experimenters ewe the resi-

dents a short talk on the 'importance of saving energy.

B. Description of program. The group contingency was described

(iee below).

C; Energy saving_tips. The residents were given a list of

energy saving p, such as setting up eheir'thermostats,

closing drapes hot days, and not using heat- generating

appliances during the hot part of the day. The. tips were

brieffy reviewed by the experimenteri...

D. Solicitation of resident suggestions. The residents were

asked to form 4-5 member to discuss other ways that

they could save electricity. Ttive discussion groups were

used both to generate-additional tips and to make group norms

in favor of energy saving more salient. 4,

The resident meetings took 60-96;minutes, and included- extensive

question-and-answer periods in addition to the activities -listed above.

Attendance at the meetings ranged between approximately one-fourth and

one-half of the residents.

1 Letters-to residents. On the morning after each meeting, a letter .

was sent to all tower residents (whether or not they had attended

the meeting). This letter reviewed the suggestions brought out

13
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in the meeting and desc ibed the group contingency, nd included

a colly of the energy p . It also contained a sticker with the

words "We ConserVe Energy" on it, and,a second sticker containing

a--reminder to turn off the air conditioner, turn out lights, 44

close -drapes before leaving the apartment: The residents were

asked to display these stickers in their apartments.

4. Implementation of group Contingencies. On the Monday following

the mee-ting, the tower's use of electricity began to count toward

group rewards. The group reward system operated as follows:

A. Every two weeks, the total amount of electricity used by the

tower was compared to the amount predicted based on the daily

degree days. for that period and the prediction equ'atii for

the tower.

B. If the amount of electricity used was lest than that pre-

dicte4, the difference between the predicted use and 'the

Actual'use was computed, and multiplied by the electricity

rates then in effect. These rates averaged 2.8c per kilowatt

hour.

C. The total savings earned by the tower was divided by the

number of apartments in the tower, and a check for that

agiount was sent to each resident. Whether or not the tower

saved enough to

feedback letter

was expected to

much was earned

The group contingency

earn. a payment, the residents received a-
.

explaining how much eectricity.the tower

use, how much was-actually used, and how
to%

(if anything).

was continued throtigh the summer, for a total
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pf 14 weeks for Tower 1, 12 weeks.for TOwer "2? and 8 weeks for Tower. 3.
1

ResUlts

Insert Figure 1 and Table t1 About Here

Figure 1 depicts the weekly electricity use in hundred kilowatt

t

:

hou units per resident for each of the three towers, adjusted for degree.

day . The adjustment was carried out by computing a linear regression

of degree days on electricity use per resident over the entire study,

and then adjusting each weekly total to remove the effect of temperature-
.

The Il11ear regression was as follows:

Y = 2.28 + .025D, R2 = .930.,

where Y = 100 kilowatt hour units used per week per-resident, D = total

degree days per week, -and R =.proportion Of variance explained
6

.--

in lgctricity use. The adjustment for temperature thus subtracts

-/....1#92

5 (D - D), where B = 71.18 degree days, from each day's use per rest-
.

dent. This adjustment is necessary to eliminate ipurious'changes in

electricity .use due to changes in teuerature; the-numbers in Figire .1

represent the-usage that would have been observed had the weekly temper-
,

ature mean been 75.2 degrees Fahrenheit every week.
A,

The initiation of the group contingency in Tower 1 produced an

immediate and sustained decrease from baseline in electricity use.

Table 1 summarizes the percentage use greater-or less than baseline

ovet each three-week period beginning wit implementation of the group

-contingency in Power 1, The table shows that the greatest savings were

made immediately following initiation of the group contingency, with the

.
5
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savings decreasing as.timewent on. k similar pattern was obserVed

by McClelland Arid Cook (1977). 0verallr,Tower I used.11.2% less elec-
.

tricity during treatment-than durinkbaseline.

The results in Figure 1 and Table 1 for Tower 2 show that the exper-
--,.

imentif contingencies were not effective'with this group. Electricity

us ctually increased from baseline during the first three weeks of the
6- ,

group contingency. Overall, Tower 2 did use slightly less during treat-

'cent than during basell.ne(1.7%), but this difference may be due to

random variance.
,1

Thei,resultor Tower 3 are less clear:than those ,for Tower 1, but-
- .;;...,i.

i:.

dhey.d0Show a decrease in use of 4.0% during treatment:.
- : ;1'.&

,.Summing the electricity use during baseline for_alI'towers and

comparing, it to the total use during treatment, the apartment complex

7.use46.27 less electricity during treatment than doring baseline, a

.totil value of $1521.13 saved over the entire.treatment'period. Payments
.T

.tcwresidents over thecourse of the treatment averaged $1.4 every two

peeks and totalled $1452.70. This figure differs from the: value of the

4,electricity actually saved because (1) the payments were determined by

,seyings compared, to pre di_ctions computed from baseline use: -only, 'and

the payments represented the value of the electricity actually saved,

iTeirithout controls for tempera ture (so that a constant percentage saving
, H
earned more for residents during a hot period than during a cool one).

_-

In summary, the results of.2tudy 1 indicated that the group contin,

gencies were effective in two towers, but not in a third. In the

, in which the treatments were effective, the effects were strongest immedi-
-.

.



ately following the initiation of the treatment.

-.,

'Method.

Stud

Sublecrs and Settiim..i The. subjects in Study

255 apdrtment units in g rental apartment complex

be referred to as "Neveimoor." Like (he residers

ti

2' were the residents of

in Baltimore which will

tSOi.Rice Hill, those")

at Nevermoor were primaiily elderly, but they were lower middle to

middle class instead of migddletoypper middle. The apartments had elec-

tric air conditioning, but,gas cans; they had individual thermostatic
m A

control of their air-conditioning.

The Nevermoor apartments were organi ed into

Rice Hill. Tower A Had'82 units, Tower B had 88,

three towers, as at

and_Tower C had 85.

Occupancy was near 100% during the length of the project.
es

Data Collectidh

Meters at Neverrpor were read in the
7

schedule, as those at Ric'e Hill.

Desiin
Ia

same way and on the same

.Study 2 also employed a multiple baseline design across towers,

where the twers were introduced to the experimental.contiongencies in

a randomly determined order at three-week intervals.
cr.

went into effect at ToW-er

The coritingehcies

June 20, 1977, one week after the first

tower at Rice Hill began under its group contingency.

Baseline
C.

Baseline readings were begun at about the same time at NeVermoor as

they were apt Rice Hill. Twelve readings were taken before the group
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contingency began at Tower A; 21 before Tower B began; and 30 before

Tower C began. The first twelve baseline observations were used to
-

generate the fo owing elec useiprediction equations:

For. Tower A: A

For lower B: Y
B

=

For rower'C: Y =

6.3 + 2.11D, R
2

= .903

2 0
14.58 + 1.85D, R = .906

15.11 + 2.25D,
2

= .898

The prediction equations at Nevermoor explained substantially more of

the variance than did the equations at Rte Hill. This is possibly
.

due to the fact that at Nevermoor, the'' air conditioner was by far the

biggest user of electricity, while electric ranges were:also important-

at Rice Hill. Range use is unlikely to be affected by temperature,

the inclusion of ranges probably attenuated the correlation between

temperature and electricity use.

Treatment

The _experimental treatment applied at Nevermoor was the same as

nt4.

that used at Rice Hill, with one important exception. -At Rice Hill, the

residents received 100% of the value of -their entire savings as a group,

and received their checks every two Weeks. At Nevermoor, residents re-

.
ceived only 50% of the value of the energy theysavedi and- after the

. _-
first tWo weeks of treatment they received feedback letters every two

weeks, but they.received payments only every four weeks. In addition,

residents received a one-time bonus of $5.00 the first time their tower

exceeded a 10% savings in a two-week period. This bonus was expected

to serve as an early, highly visible indication to residents that they

could save energy if they tried, and to make the group contingency

The four-week payment schedule was used instead of a two-week schedule

18 1-
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to increase 'the size of each payment, as 507. 9f actual.energy savings

was a small sum even if-the residents saved a great-deal.

The grOup.co'ntinge4cy was in effect for a-total.:-of:14 weeks for

Tower'A 11 weeks for Tower B, and.8,weeks for Tower C.

ResultS

Insert Figure 2 and Table 2 About Here

Figure 2 depicts-the weekly Use (10C1 KWH) ptr resident, adjusted

for degree_ days; for "each iDT the three towers, in Study 2. The, linear

regression used to remove the effect -of tempeiAure on electricity.dse

was as follows:

Y .747.4..-031D, R = .953

As is depicted in Figure 2, the-group contingency was clearly

effedtive in Towers A and C, and somewhat effective in Tower B. Table

.2 shows that overall usage was 9.5% less than baseline at Tower A,

4.7% at Tower B, and 8.3% at. Tower C. Unlike the finding at Rice Hill's

Tower 1, the savingi did not aecrease over time at any of the Nevermoor'

towers. Over the treatment period, he entire complex used 6.9% less

electricity during- treatment than it did during baseline, a value of

$1925.15. Average monthly payments to.residents not includiilg the $5.00
_ .

bonuses-were $1.44, and-totalled $952-.34 Towers A and C earned their _ .

, $5.00 bonuses-for exceeding a.10% savings -in a two -week period. 'Inclu-

ding the bonuses,.the residents rebeived.a total of ,$1787.34-.
-

In summary, the results of Study 2.showeven more conclusively :than

those. of Study 1 that group contingencies can vedUce-electricity con-.

1g
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. 4K
sump llpn in master-metered apartment buildings. As in Study-1, the .

- '41 .

second of 'the three 'towers- to begin in the group contingency saved con-

sideribfy less than
.
the first and third towers: However, unlike Study 1,

11.

Study 2 did not find ony trend toward diminishing treatment effective-
,

ness over time.

Discuision

. The studies reported he the effectiveness of a group

contingency for saving energy"in master-metered apartments. The primary-

significance of this finding is that, for the first time, a group con-

tingency has been found to be effective in apartment buijdings unaffiliated

with any university, and the size of the thcentives given and procedures

employed are within the means of apartment managers.

The -finding Oft,(4n effect of the group contingency is a very inter-

esting result for a. _theory of group contingencies. According to classi-

cal motivation theory, a group contingency -should be maximally effective

fallen the group is small, because the larger the group whose collective

behavior constitutes the criterion for reward, the smaller the relation-

ship between individual behavior-and individual outcome (see Slavin, 1977) .

In thd Nevermoor apartments, which ranged between 82 and 88 residents

per tower, the correlation between individual behavior and individual

outcome is +.11; about 1% of the variance in any resident's rewards is

explained by his own behavior. Interestingly, the smallest-tower in the

two studies, Tower 2 at Rice Hill.(40 apartments), was the only building

-in which the group contingency did not appear to be effective. In the

Slavin and Wodarski (1977) study, which-evaluated both a "large group"

20
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contingency (24 uhits) and-a "small group!' contingency (12.units5, the
. .

large group contingency was more "effective than then small group.; While.

there is- not yet enough evidenceto demonstrate that the larger the

. .

grqup subjectea" to a group contingency, - 4
.the larger jthe effect on energy

conservation, tfitre is certainly no evidence in thepresent study or in
. 4

Slavin and Wodarski(1977)'to support the more theoretically justifiable

a
expectatip-that the opposite relationship would: be observed. - .

.

The'effectivftess of'the ve21arge group contlaglency demonstrated

in the study can be ecplained by a theory of the effectivenesss af large

- group'contingencies advanced by Slavin (1977). This theory based

on the observation' that although individual behavior is poorly linked

to'indiNlidual rewards in a large group contingency, it may be very well

linked to interpersonally applied contingencies among group members.

csBecause at is difficult for any individual to increase his own wards,
; C" "V",

acting alone, there is a strong motivation to socially reinforce others
. _

for their behavibrs that hellp.the group attain its goal-. In this study,

neighborpresumablyreminded one another of the group norm favoring

conservation and reinforced actual conservation' and reports .of conserving

behaviors. ) In a postexperimental questionnaire, 45% of the respondents

at Rice Hill and 31% of those at Nevermoor reported 'that they h ad talked

about saving electricity_with residents of five other apartments oq

-more; only 18% at Rice Hill and 20% at Nevermoor reported never having

talked to their neighbors about saving energy. Also, only 570-of the'

respondents at Rice Hill and 3% at Nevermoor thought that "only a few".
.

of their neintoo.r.eltwere trying to save energy, and no respondents

2 .11
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MO'

thought no onetwas saving. On the other hand, 60% of the Rice Hill

,respondents and 627.. at NevermOor thought that mosicof their neighbors

were saving electricity.

A perceiyed group effbrt toward the group goal and disc4sed the

In other words, ,thy apartment,residents.

goal

wittuiphelr neighbors. ft may be that the larger the group in a large

group contingency, t he st onger the normative pressure in favor of
.----.

exhIbi n of the behavior that'' helps the group achieve its goal. Indi-

vidual mayay feel that there is a larger number of others trying to

influence their behavior_ind than individuals who do, not pet?rin'tlit

group-approved behavior are an isolated minority.

Several questions remain about the effectiveness of group contin-

gencies in modifying energy consumption in master-metered apartments.

Firstvi why were the group contingen ies in the studies reported here so

much more effective than the very similar program evaluated by Slatin a

Wodarski (1977)? There are several differences. The earlier stu di

not employ resident meetings, and the payments to residents for the sa

percentage savings were much. smaller in the earlier study. The residents

in the earlier study were young_and transients in the present study they

were elderly and quite-stable: The earlier study involved winter natural

gas use, as opposed to

on air conditioning and

serve on heating, the s

be important. Only sys

mine Which are importan
JP

on energy consumption.

summer electricity; it may be easier to . con serve

other eleCtrical appliances than is to con-

ou rce of most gas use. Any of these factors may
41i

tematiccesearch varling each of them can-deter-

t in mediating the effegtsof group contingencies

As
22 ,
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A second ,quest cggcerns maintenance. How longo-vill the experi-

mental contingencies continue to modt energy conservation behaviors?
i w, .

_..--/
Here, the evidence is miged. McCle and and Cook (1977) and Slavin and

Wodarski (1977)**pund a decreas over their 12-week treatments in the

effectiveness of group contingencies in modifying energy use. Newsom

and Makranczy (in pres ) diA nolfind such a decrease, but their treat-
.

went last only four weeks. Ip the present studies, Tower 1 at Rice

Hill-Cowed a pattern of"nitial savings followed by a gradual reduction

in conservation, but none of the five other towers (twp at Rice Hill and

three 'at Nevermoor) showed any tendency for treatment effects to diminish
0

over time. Further research must establish whether-the falling off of

the treatment effects does occur, and whether specific procedures (such

as followup resident meetings) can minimize this effect, or even accelerate,

the savings over time.

Anotheciractical question concerns the importance of havirig the

resident meetings run and contingen6iesapplied by the managers them-,-

selves, instead of presumablytrustworthy researchers from a prestigious

university.

occasions to

In conducting the present research, the authors had many

many
. _

observe the considerable hostility and mistrust

residents have for their apartme

Abe

anagement. Would the continge;cies

effective if they were administered by the managers?

This study adds to the evidence that while group Aontingencies

can modify energy conserving behaviors, their effects are likely to be

moderate. If the waste in master-petered apartments is 35% or more of

the total electricity useA, the 5-7% savings found by McClelland and

-23
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and Cook, Newsom-and Makranczy, and ourselves is only a smallpoetiog of

-r

- .

t

%Mat could be saved. Thesesayinga are still important;'given thei

magnitude of thi 4%blern, but can so 1, science develop a means short of

individual ring that can have a- greater bmpact on energy waste?

Group c ingencies for energy use represent a first step in this direction,

but the is much more to be done.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1." Weekly electricity use per resident in 100 KWH units,

'adjusted or temperature, Study 1 (Rice Hill Apartments). The horizontal

linesipdi4Jte.mean use during baseline and mean use during treatment,

64. _respectively:

Vv.

-t

Figure 2. Weekly electricity use per resident in 100 KWH units,

adjusted for temperature, Study 2 (Nevermoor Apartments). The horizontal

lines inficate mean use during baseline and mean use during treatment:

respectively.

I
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Table 1: Percent Changes From Baseline in Electricity

Use During Treatment, Study 1

Tower 1

ToWer 2

over

1

Three-Week Periods

5 Total

414.4

2 3 4

-14.7 -11.1

+4.3

-14.8

-5.5

-5.8

-9.0

-2.7

-1.9

-6.4

-1.6

.-4.3

-11.2

-1.7

-4.0
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Table 2: Percent Changes From Baseline in Electricity

Use During Treatment, Study 2

Tower A

Tower B

ToWer C

1

4 .

Three-Week Periods

5
*

Total2 3 , 4

-8.8 -7.2

-4.3

-9.6

-5.7

-10.4

-8.6

-0.9,

-5.9

-14.9

-9.3

-8.8

-9.5

-4.7

-8-3

Two-week period

Iss
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